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Island Feeling
#openairbar
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Waste fishing
#design
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After the boats and rooftops, the Borderline team
returns to the quay while still keeping an eye on
the sea. Just below the Corniche, every evening of
summer until the sun goes down, they transform a
bluff into a festive and gourmet terrace.

The preservation of our oceans is the big issue of
the coming decades. Very concerned by this noble
cause, the designer Maxime Paulet has decided to
combine practical and aesthetic in a new collection
of objects designed for recovering floating waste.

Lova Lova
Lova Lova may resonate with many of us as the
sexy gimmick from the rapper Shaggy, but it is
also the name of a duo of artists formed by Léa
Magnien and Quentin Chantrel. You may have
seen their intriguing image that was used to
promote the last Festival of Marseille; a mixed
couple, curiously dressed, posing on the rocks in
front of the harbour of Marseille. One cannot tell
at first glance whether the photo is an offbeat
fashion image, a disguise, or a ceremonial
representation. There are many amiguities
which the young French couple who grew up
in Guyana since the age of 5 have had to take
onboard with the postcolonial legacy and their
minority status. The result of their
collaboration is an exciting body of work on
identity, gender, and culture that does not
hesitate to take their share of "clichés" with
a lot of humour, as their self-portraits as
sunburned tourists shows.
Behind the apparent frivolity, fundamental
questions are asked about the representation
of the other.

labelborderline.fr

aie-design.com
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A barbarian in Europe
#exhibition

02
Alcool free, still a party
#beverage
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ÉDITO / Éric Foucher

Outside everbody !

The work of Jean Dubuffet (1901-1985) - painter,
writer, musician, and instigator of the Art Brut
scene - is rich and diverse. The works, objects, and
documents presented at the Mucem for this beautiful
exhibition reveal the full depth of the artist.

Will non-alcohol craft beer be the next successful
drink? Southbrews is so convinced that it has
launched a brew, to share both in life and on the
social networks, to surf in life and on social networks

southbrews.com

Only ten years ago, drinking a good cocktail
while listening to quality music was impossible in
Marseille. Now with its countless boats, rooftops,
beaches, terraces and parks, the city offers

mucem.org
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thousands of possibilities during the summer
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It's the silk she prefers ...
#fashion

The year of gastronomy
#event

partying depending on your mood or vibe.
With its sixteen kilometres of coastline, rebuilt

insta love "Apero sunset"
by Fouchman

06

factories, new parks and terraces, along with
more than three hundred days of sunshine a

#noctilio #goelette #sunset #vieuxport #mucem
#apero

After the winter and a line of cashmere sweaters, Marie
Gas returns with a collection of silk dresses and shirts
with exclusive prints. Find them at the ByMarie store,
108 rue Paradis. And why not match them with the
Marie Lichtenberg necklace and bracelets, exclusively
found in Marseille.

Throughout the year Provence Tourism celebrates
the cooking of the local region through various
events and demonstrations (conferences, courses,
tastings, etc.). The highlight of this summer event is
a walk on the Rue de la République which hosts a
literary café, a kitchen, and a pop-up restaurant.
mpg2019.com

months. Finish each day of the week relaxing or

-

year, what other city is better suited to spending
time outdoors? The amazing setting is of
course part of its success, but they are other

Share your best photos
of Marseille
on your instagram
using the #lovespotsmarseille tag

bymarie.com

Read the interview on www.love-spots.com

reasons; the spontaneity, recklessness, and
chaos all contribute the charm of the Marseille
nightlife. Entrance is often free, and the food
and drink is reasonably priced, whilst the tapas
are ever improving - panisses, supions, and
anchoiade spring to mind. Marseille is far from
the commercial entertainment businesses which
only want your wallet that can be found in other
cities around the world. It has a more authentic

PARTENAIRES

nightlife - catering for all tastes and all budgets H

G
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which allows you to visit every corner of the city
(check our recommendations on the website).
Having worked hard all year, don’t deprive

VISITEZ

DÉCOUVREZ

PARTICIPEZ

yourself this summer, it's time to dance!

21 JUIN > 15 SEPT 2019

5 cl de Lillet Blanc
10 cl de tonic
1 bain de glaçons
1 tranche de concombre

Le cocktail frais de l ’ été

L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ, À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION.

+ INFOS
+ PHOTOS
+ VIDÉOS

©2019 - conception +SUNMADE.FR+

Lillet Frères – SAS au capital de 525 320 euros - 8, cours du Maréchal Foch 33720 Podensac – B 457 203 966 RCS BORDEAUX -

SUMMER PARTY I TUTTI FRUTTI I COLORS SHOW *

www.love-spots.com
-

Love Spots is a trademark by Love Etc. Publishing Cie
72 rue Consolat 13001 Marseille

*Fête d’été, tous les fruits, spectacle de couleurs

Office 19 a rue Armeny 13006 Marseille

Téléchargez Mes Calanques

l’application officielle du Parc national des Calanques

Texts & photos Nathalie Boscq, Camille Griffoulieres
Alexis Steinman, Eric Foucher Translation Tom Kendall
A.D Franck Valayer
Contact 04 91 37 41 12 - marseille@love-spots.com
Cover L'îlot de la Corniche @ C.Mellon

SPOTS
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Le Baou de Marseille
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Open air club

Imagine a bar overlooking the sea, a dance floor under the
stars, and a panoramic sunset with a view from La Bonne
Mère to l'Estaque. You want it, and the MiF68 does it! It's
called Baou, and with Les Jardins Suspendus on the program
a lot is likely to happen. Make some noise!

LES DOCKS

G

PALAIS LONGCHAMP
VIEUX-PORT
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1 Avenue de l'Argilité 16th / 06 22 86 63 97 / FB : baou.marseille

From 31 May to 30 September 2019, Friday to Sunday evening
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Le Bar des Amis
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Bar and café

GARE
ST CHARLES
STATUE DU DAVID

VÉLODROME
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LA VIEILLE
CHARITÉ
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At the bar, in the dining room, or on the terrace - at the Bar Des
Amis we set the world straight as the sun sets over the bay of
Marseille. A social club where we like to drink; the place to be!

on

23 Av. de la Pointe Rouge 8th / 04 91 96 17 62 / FB : bardesamismarseille

1
CITÉ RADIEUSE

CATHÉDRALE
DE LA MAJOR

Everyday 6.30 till midnight/ Bus 83

Les Bains

Mediterranean cuisine
There is the sky, the sun, and the sea, as well as the Mediterranean cuisine which is as fresh as it is light. What about
laps in the pool and a nap to help digest ?
200 Corniche Kennedy 7th / 04 91 16 19 21 / FB : nhowMarseille

Monday > Saturday midday and evening / Sunday : brunch / Bus 83
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Sannata

C

Organic corsican deli

7

MUCEM

On entering this delicatessen, the tempting aroma of the Corsican
charcuterie hanging from the ceiling will immediately tickle your
nostrils. Sannata is a gastronomic ode dedicated to the island of
beauty.

HÔTEL DE VILLE
LA PLAINE

3
VIEUX-PORT

63 Rue d'Endoume 7th / 04 91 91 57 76 / FB : sannata.epicerie

Tues > Sat 9 to 13:00 and 16 to 19:30, Sunday 9 to 13:00.

COURS JULIEN
OPÉRA
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COURS E.D'ORVES
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Azul

Farofa

LE PHARO

A
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Brazilian cuisine

Concept store deco, object and art of living

Bossa nova, tasty dishes, and soulful discussions can all be found
here in this small Brazilian canteen in la Joliette. A trip with some
tasty bites. Muito bom!

Azul means "blue" in Arabic, Spanish, and Portuguese. This
nod to the Mediterranean, and its common art of living, is
found here through clothing, accessories, and decorative
objects all meticulously sourced from local craftsmen.

55 Avenue Robert Schuman 2nd /06 61 11 48 19 / FB : Farofa

73 Rue Francis Davso 1st / 09 73 56 05 29 / www.aul-azul.com

Mon > Fri 8 to 16:00 ( till 22:00 on Thurs) / M2/ T2-3 Joliette

Tuesday > Saturday from 10.00 to 19.00 / M1 Vieux-Port
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Bambino

Italian Trattoria
A new trattoria which was born to make the best of Italian
gastronomy sing. Finally pasta, pizza, and Camas are in
tune together. Molto bene!
59 Bd Eugène Pierre 5th / 04 86 77 61 67 / FB : bambinocamas

Tuesday to Saturday, midday and evenings / T1 Eugène Pierre
Find more information
about Love Spots
by scanning
this QR Code

116 rue Sainte

Yima

NOTRE DAME
DE LA GARDE

PARTENAIRES
A
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THE ORIGINAL CANVAS SHOES
OF MARSEILLE

B

Fresh products and home cooking

C

Middle Eastern Bistrot

Fashion, decoration & accessories

A creative wind blows along the rue d'Aubagne with the
arrival of Yima, where one discovers a smiling and feminine
Levantine kitchen. Ella Aflalo seduces us with her inventive
recipes inspired by her Israeli-Moroccan roots.

After Whisper and its Boutique Éphémère, Laure Tinel changes
tack (to the left bank of the Old Port) but retains the unique mix
of genres that has become her signature; designer pieces,
vintage furniture, trendy accessories, and original creations.

27 Rue d'Aubagne 1st / 04 91 55 70 13 / FB : YimaMarseille

116 Rue Sainte 1st / 06 64 00 19 31 / FB : 116ruesainte

Wed > Frid 8:30 to 17.00 / Sat -Sun 11 to 17.00 / M2 et T3 Noailles

Tuesday > Saturday from 12 to 20.00 / M1 Vieux-Port
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Black Bird Coffee
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Coffee shop & cantine
A
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Hatha Yoga
Prenatal Yoga
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99 rue de la Ré publique - Marseille - 04 95 09 15 20
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Cocktails à boire // bar à manger

At INSPIRE
479 rue Paradis (8ème)
06 67 20 11 46
sweet.yogini.com
Private Classes
Group Classes
Nutrition Workshops

With homemade desserts, a warm welcome, and chairs which
invite you to curl up with a good book; you will feel at home in this
coffee shop in Cours Julien.

G

15 rue de la République 13001
Monday > Saturday 10-19h

92 Cours Julien 6th / 06 64 00 19 31 / FB : BBCMarseille

Lun > Ven 7 à 19:00 / Sam- Dim 8:30 à 19:00 / M2 Cours Julien
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Le Poulpe Saint-Victor

La Table d'Augustine

For sunset aperitifs with the smell of the sea, go to this new fish
bar in Saint Victor which offers a spectacular panoramic view.
Eat, drink, and enjoy the view!

On the charming Place des Augustines, in the shade of
the big plane tree, this restaurant and its beautiful terrace
named after the mother of Pagnol welcomes you for lunch
and dinner to help you discover the delights of Provencal
cuisine.

Tapas bar and fish canteen

le parpaing qui flotte
3 rue goudard, 13005 marseille // 0413203476

1 Place Saint-Victor 7th / Bus 81

Wed > Sat from 9:00 to 23:00 / Sun from 9:00 to 18:00

Restaurant

12 place des Augustines 2nd / 06 61 83 09 09 / latabledaugustine.fr

Tuesday > Sunday for lunch and dinner / M1 Vieux-Port

